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Bank Video 
Surveillance 
Solution

KCB Bank, Tanzania
KCB bank Tanzania Ltd is belong to KCB Group, which is top 3 commercial bank in eastern 
Africa region. Uniview provided video surveillance systems for headquarter and 23 branch-
es in KCB bank. More than 500 cameras have been deployed to protect every corner of each 
branch of the bank, especially the check-in desk, bank counter, main entrance/exits, under-
ground parking lot, etc. Headquarter installed an UNV VMS Unicorn to connect with all 
branches’ devices for centralized management.

Barclays Bank Tanzania is part of Absa Group Limited, Absa Group Limited is listed on the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange in South Africa. Uniview provided video surveillance 
systems for headquarter and 15 branches in Barclays Bank. At branches, over 450 UNV IPC 
in total were installed to monitor every corner of 15 bank branches. Headquarter used UNV 

all-in-one VMS server Unicorn to manage all branches’ devices remotely.

Barclays Bank, Tanzania

Founded in 1997, BICEC bank is one of the top 3 banks in Cameroon with the main 
shareholders from French BPCE bank group and Cameroon government. Headquartered in 
Douala, BICEC bank has 39 branches all over Cameroon. Uniview provided video surveil-
lance systems for headquarter and two branches in Douala. More than 500 cameras have 
been deployed to protect every corner in the building. Since there’s a large amount of 
cameras, UNV NVR516 were deployed to manage all the devices, meeting the challenging 
requirement of storage and decoding.

BICEC Bank in Douala, Cameroon 

Armaguard is the largest security company for cash transport among almost all of the banks 
in Zambia. Almost all of the banks would clear cash here. Armaguard Company owns a large 
o�ice building and more than 50 securicars. Cameras are installed in the ground floor of the 
Armaguard cash clearing center. The center is under extremely strict security protection. 
Every person go inside will have security check. No money can be taken inside, not even a 
coin. The clearing center have 14 clearing areas in total, each are under monitoring with 6 
cameras. The solution equipped with NVR516 and two disk enclosures, using three 

monitors to view 88 camera live view simultaneously.

Cash Clearing Center, Zambia
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Challenges and Solutions

Challenges

Solutions

Bank Layout

Highlight Features

PIR
U-code 4K

Privacy Mask

4K Resolution Provide clear and abundant details at transaction area with excellent high resolution performance.

120dB WDR Deliver clear and visible images under high-contrast lighting condition, ideal for entrances and exits.

U-code  Unique encoding technology helps saving networking bandwidth and storage HDD.

PIR Built-in white light, capture colored image when strangers invade important areas at night.

Privacy Mask Protect privacy better.

120dB WDR
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